THE MASTER AND CHAITANYAISM
breath-control, that becomes habitual, was the goal. He
spoke again and again that, when the regulation of the
breath, that vitally affects the Primal Energy, and,
therefore, the mind, with which it has such a close
connection, is achieved, and a stage is reached, at which
Pranayam is not consciously practised, but becomes
automatic and spontaneous, or, in other words, when
every respiratory process is so regulated as a natural result
of long habit as to constitute unconsciously this Pranayam,
to which Nama alone gives its meaning, the Sadhaka lies
in absolute divine immateriality, i.e. Suddha Bhagavati
Tanu is gained. At this time, an indescribably soft
music is produced within the body of the Sadhaka, just
below the forehead, and that music draws the snake ; and
Siva, the greatest Sadhaka, eternally meditating on
Narayana, is pictured with the snake whistling over His
forehead, keeping time, as it were, to that music. The__^
same ££aaQfi^acc^unts for the frequent appearance of the
SJa^£«x)xi.»Ili^xknsh^ ^^^^»——.                 ——„,
The mode of Nama-Sadha'n, adopted by Vijaykrishna,
is called in the Shastric language Ajapa-Sadhan. This
removes Vijaykrishna off the track ot Bengal Vaishnavism,
The Bengal Vaishnavas repeat loudly the name of Krishna,
and not meditate on it, and even when they use the Tulasi
beads of their rosary, which is like a prayer-wheel and
the use of which is very much like the Roman Catholic
rosary, their Nama-Sadhan is not a mental process, but
Nama-kirtan or physical utterance. Vijaykrishna's disciples^
as well as the outsiders greatly wondered as the divinet
names as well as images were found to appear on his holyA^
person from time to time. After a while these names and
images were found to be obliterated. Although lay persons
looked upon this phenomenon in the light of a miracle,
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